] Quantifying the relationship of large-scale environ-7 mental conditions such as relative humidity with hurricane 8 intensity and intensity change is important for statistical 9 hurricane intensity forecasts. Our composite analysis of 9 10 years of Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) humidity data 11 spanning 198 Atlantic tropical cyclones (TCs) 
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[2] While our understanding of tropical cyclones (TCs) has 36 improved tremendously in the past several decades, forecasts 37 of TC genesis, spin-up and subsequent (especially sudden) 38 intensity changes still present significant challenges. Official 39 intensity forecasts from the National Hurricane Center (Figure 3 and Table 1 ). RH400 in the near environment shifts 259 from below (for W and N) to above average (for I and RI),
260
representing a RH change of about 9% (Table 1 ). Yet, for the 261 far environment, the lowest ERH at this level is found at the 262 RI stage for this quadrant, a decrease of 5% with respect to 263 weakening TCs. It is striking that ERH actually decreases 264 with intensification rate.
265
[18] Thus, as highlighted in Figure 4 , the horizontal mois- 
